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Abstract:
George Bernard Shaw has recurrently commentated on the societal nuances that made
up his times. Perhaps this attribute sets him apart from his other realist contemporaries. The
sheer relevance that his works still possess in the consumerist world of the 21st century is
noteworthy. In this light, Shaw transcends the chair of a phenomenal writer of his times to
occupy one of a visionary whose perspectives hold ground decades later. The Apple Cart: A
Political Extravaganza (1929) is one of the many social commentaries penned by Shaw in the
form of a play. This study aims to analyze the play in light of it being an archetypal Comedy
of Ideas that pits ideas and ideals onto to characters and portray their battle with regard to the
socio-political and economic repercussions induced during the times. Likewise, this paper
aspires to bring out the sheer brilliance of the writer and his body of work which includes many
important non-fictional commentaries too. While many of his works have been extensively
studied as social commentaries, The Apple Cart is a relatively unexplored masterpiece which
holds contemporary relevance. Shaw, however, makes it complicated to read between the lines
of this play and pushes his readers to really probe into its critical gradations. This paper aims
to pay homage to the writer’s caliber and analyzes The Apple Cart as a Comedy of Ideas that
is multi-tiered in texture and style as it critiques societal and political structures and questions
the plutocracy that runs the superficial façade of democracy in Britain.
Keywords: George Bernard Shaw, Comedy of Ideas, The Apple Cart, English Drama,
Realist Drama.
Introduction
Comedy of Ideas
Comedy of Ideas is defined as a dramatic genre that brings together political,
philosophical, and controversial themes. As a definitive genre of drama, Comedy of Ideas seeks
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to have an impact on the social conscience and emotions of the audience. G. B. Shaw’s dramas
like Arms and the Man (1894) are regarded as examples of this genre since they mostly present
a philosophical debate at their center. Comedy of Ideas is also regarded as the highest form of
the comedic drama genre. They pit pure concepts against one another. A vivid characteristic of
this genre is that characters are often archetypes of ideas, usually ones of political and global
consequence.
As comedies usually do, the Comedy of Ideas genre also combats the questions about
life through humor. Characters are macrocosms of universal attitudes and issues. They indulge
in conflicts with one another to allow audiences to witness the contrasts between philosophies,
world views and political ideas. For instance, silly ideas are epitomized using characters that
embody them. Satire comes around in full swing in these dramas, usually confronting questions
regarding religion, politics, war, and other socio-political concerns. The theatre of the Soviet
Union transformed the Comedy of Ideas into an altogether different realm. Characters often
represented the mass, in accordance to communism, and personified class interests. God, for
instance, was unified as a concept to be denied. This was, of course, limited to the Soviet
dramas.
Shaw’s Legacy
George Bernard Shaw (1856-1950) was a prophet of realism who employed his
dramatic prowess to lash out at Victorian morals. His first play, Widower’s Houses was written
in the year 1892. It dealt with the issue of slums sprouting up in cities. The Irish playwright
was popular outside England with his initial comedies. His popularity gradually swept over
London with the publication of the 1898 collection Plays Pleasant and Unpleasant which
discussed ideological ills caused by capitalism. The phenomenal plays Arms and the Man and
Pygmalion were part of this collection. With the publication of the 1905 play Man and
Superman which was etched on the idea of women empowerment, Shaw’s glory amplified.
Shaw was vocally dissatisfied with the traditional characteristics of contemporary
drama. He believed they held on to a sentimental idealism that conveniently separated man
from the harsh truths of the world. He was also critical of the overemphasis and worship of
Shakespeare, which the profound playwright thought bounded the times to a yesteryear
splendor. These discontents he tried to combat with the idea of realism. Additionally, he also
thought highly of Henrik Ibsen (1828-1906), whom he believed should have received
Shakespeare’s accolades and attention. Shaw advocated for a drama culture based on
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discussion and discourse of ideas and real-life innovation. His comedic ventures were rich in
irony and paradoxes that were smartly inculcated into the conventional English comedy genre.
His satires directly targeted contemporary social institutions that he considered were inhuman
and insensitive to humanity. He was a craftsman of clever dialogues that were known to
unambiguously critique familial and marital institutions, the position of women in society and
religion, militarism and especially capitalism. Shaw prioritized the readers of plays over
theatre-goers and therefore, he intertwined stage directions into the narrative of his works.
Additionally, he also offered introductory essays detailing the themes of his plays. They supply
us with ample insight into the intentions of the playwright.
The Apple Cart
The Apple Cart: A Political Extravaganza, completed in December 1928, and published
in 1929, is a political satire penned by Shaw. At its center, Shaw places the English monarch
Magnus who outfoxes the clever Prime Minister Proteus. The crux of The Apple Cart is the
conspiracy designed by the Prime Minister and the cabinet to uproot the monarch. Interweaved
with this is a contemporary and capitalist chronicle where Magnus rebels against the fictional
corporation ‘Breakages, Limited’ which envisions monopoly over all repair trades. The title of
this organization is also a pun over capitalist ‘breakages’ which symbolizes the political
stronghold corporations and MNCs have over governance of a nation that serves to maneuver
policies to their benefits and liking. The Apple Cart was written during the reign of the
Conservative Tories in Britain. It takes us into the future, to the year 1962, in which Shaw
pictures a plutocracy ruled by the corporates. He mentions this in his preface, where he declares
that the conflict in the play is actually between royalty, democracy and plutocracy. He
perceives plutocracy as having destroyed royal power under ‘democratic pretexts’, eventually
buying and swallowing democracy in the process.
While the play pans out over monarchial tensions, it also contributes an interlude on
adultery and marriage. Shaw comically critiques full democracy and capitalism, pointing out
the ‘unreality’ involved in both. In fact, this play presents an explicit comedy on idealism. In
the preface to The Apple Cart, Shaw mentions his switch over to royalism from being ‘a
notorious Democrat’ and how this play might be his justifications for the same. He was part of
the Fabian society and its reflections were evident in his latter political plays. The title of the
play translates to a plan that is conspired against someone and is derived from the idiom ‘to
upset the apple cart’, paraphrased as ‘to upset wishful thinking’. The theme of the play justifies
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the title by portraying the problems associated with democracy or ‘too much freedom’. It plays
out over the turmoil and tribulation confronted by the British parliament and bourgeois
democracy and is a specimen of Shaw’s variant of ‘political extravaganza’ form of dramas.
The social backdrop during the composition of the play is of significance. The economic crisis
of 1929, coupled with the postwar disadvantages faced by Britain and the irreconcilable
differences between America and Britain form the canvas upon which The Apple Cart draws
out. Shaw’s intention with the play is evident: his arguments are against the hypocritical
character of utopian democracy and for the establishment of a just system of governance. Using
the intermediate interlude, Shaw also cites the possibility for an idea as controversial as an
‘open marriage’, which was a courageous move.
The Fabian Influences
During his early years of career, G. B. Shaw had entered the Fabian society, which was
founded in 1884. This went on to revolutionize his political outlooks. As a society, they
advocated social reforms in Britain’s activities. The members of the society were known for
their progressive outlook and initiations. The terms ‘reform’, ‘democracy’ and ‘gradualism’
soon became part of their slogan. Shaw had published a three-page pamphlet, What Socialism
Is in 1890 as the representative of the Fabian Society, detailing the conundrums of private
property, labour, educational rights, dominance of the rich, poverty, etc.
Poverty and riches together mean the perversion of our capital and industry to the
production of frippery and luxury whilst the nation is rotting for want of good food,
thorough instruction, and wholesome clothes and dwellings for the masses. (Shaw 2)
Shaw’s aspirations for a social reform, mitigating the unjustness induced by capitalism
were catalysts to his writings too. The problem plays of the earlier part of his career
immortalized the genre, which encounters important dilemmas associated with politics, society
and the real world. Towards the dusk of his career, his dramatic prowess switched over to
themes of political and social rupture. They were different from the problem plays in that they
portrayed characters of illusionary quality, as well as the real. The mysterious illusion of a
world crafted by Shaw in these plays offers the audience (and the reader) better insight into the
moral inconsistencies of the British society. With plays like The Apple Cart, Shaw bridges the
imaginative with the real, often challenging the spiritual emptiness of the society.
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The plays of this latter period include The Apple Cart, A Village Wooing, and Too True
to be Good. These plays were marked for the combination of fantasy and philosophy to discuss
matters of current politics. During the economic crisis of 1929, people suffered to maintain the
equilibrium of a normal life as they were stricken with unemployment and poverty. Amidst
these internal tensions, international politics was falling downhill, with the fascist regime in
Germany garnering much attention for all the wrong reasons. Soon came the Second World
War, pouring out devastation and doom over the world. Shaw used his writing to combat the
evils prevalent in the world then. He was concerned about the moral and spiritual degeneration
of humanity of the time. His vision of a democratically charged society remained farfetched.
The Apple Cart was Shaw’s attempt at pinpointing the internal pitfalls of a superficially
fool-proof governmental system and offers an idea of a solution for them. Shaw created a
fictional ambiance for the play to unfold. On its surface, the play is the conflict between the
Labour Party and the royal family. The economic and social crises of the times divided the two,
w.r.t. their stances. Since many members of the Fabian Society were the important decisionmakers of the Labour Party, the latter eventually gathered a Socialist tag. However, Shaw’s
reflections in The Apple Cart seem to suggest that the Socialism flaunted by the Labour Party
was founded on loose grounds and fragile goals. Boanerges, the President of the Board of Trade
in The Apple Cart is designed on John Elliott Burns, the English trade unionist and politician
who was a socialist and the Member of Parliament and Minister. Shaw intentionally has
Boanerges wear a comical Russian blouse in his introduction scene. Likewise, in the preface
to the play, Shaw comically mentions how Britain’s last elections were a mere ‘stampede’ that
was running after a ‘Russian cow’! Like the Fabian Society, the Labour party also deemed
capitalism to be the crux of all evil and its elimination would ultimately help in mitigating all
issues the world was faced with. This thought was a silly fantasy, which did not reap the
intended results, according to Shaw.
Money talks: money prints: money broadcasts: money reigns; and kings and labor
leaders alike have to register its decrees, and even, by a staggering paradox, to finance
its enterprises and guarantee its profits. Democracy is no longer bought: it is bilked.
Ministers who are Socialists to the backbone are as helpless in the grip of Breakages
Limited as its acknowledged henchmen: from the moment when they attain to what is
with unintentional irony called power (meaning the drudgery of carrying on for the
plutocrats) they no longer dare even to talk of nationalizing any industry, however
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socially vital, that has a farthing of profit for plutocracy still left in it, or that can be
made to yield a farthing for it by subsidies. (Shaw 210)
The Prime Minister Proteus in The Apple Cart was modeled on Ramsay MacDonald
who was the leader of the Labour Party and the Prime Minister of Britain between 1924 and
1929. Shaw considered him an idealist whose passions were not deep enough. MacDonald was
not practical and did not have a concrete plan to execute his Socialist dreams. Shaw’s affiliation
and justification of Magnus, the king in the play who eventually outwits the Prime Minister
using his ultimatum, is an aspirational one. Magnus is an ideal king, although there is no real
life counterpart to his characterization. In the preface to the play, Shaw clarifies that he meant
the minister and the king to be equal in skill. The king, however, knows when to operate his
trump card. It is for this reason that the audience is most likely to side with him. The play also
takes us forty years into the future, wherein Shaw envisions a constitutional monarchy that is
failed still. Shaw advocates that the peripheral democracy of the British parliament is ultimately
flawed for it does not work for the betterment of the public and is simply a monopoly of
capitalism. This has been exerted further by the organization Breakages, Limited. MacDonald’s
violations of the rights of the commoners and the deterioration of the economic stature of the
nation were heavily critiqued by Shaw via this play. Therefore, Shaw presents Britain’s
democracy as the bait used to lure in commoners into a corrupt, deceiving system of bourgeois
interests. The play presents the struggle between two individuals in a world where people, the
core of democracy, are rendered as mere spectators.
Decoding the ‘Apple Cart’ of Governance
As an effective Comedy of Ideas, the characters in The Apple Cart are miniatures
embodying set ideas, ideals and philosophies that were in vogue in Britain then. The undertones
of The Intelligent Woman’s Guide to Socialism and Capitalism (1923-28) in The Apple Cart
bring to the surface Shaw’s Socialist affinities. A comprehensive reading of the play will
substantiate the hypothesis that the Guide served as the stencil using which it was etched. In
the preface to the play, Shaw deems to pacify the group of his critics who took The Apple Cart
to be the testament of his reversal from democratic ideals. The major themes in the play like
the inferiority of parliamentary system of government, flaws in democracy and the
immoderations of capitalism are directly drawn from the Guide, which critiques how capitalism
exploits society. He writes, ‘the truth is that none of them can govern: Capitalism runs away
with them all. The hopes that we founded on the extension of the franchise… have been
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disappointed as far as controlling Capitalism is concerned, and indeed in many other respects
too’ in the Guide.
Magnus’s character is fully aware that he is only a puppet in the hands of his cabinet.
With the minimal nominal power he has over governance, the king perfects his veto and puts
it to smart use. However, he is not skillful in the matters of monarchy alone. In his affair with
Orinthia, he is just as tactful and sagacious. He is smart enough to realize that in a practical
sense, it is better to live with Queen Jemima than with Orinthia. Magnus is genuinely invested
in the wellbeing of his nation and when the American Ambassador declares the desire of
merging the US with Britain, he grows concerned. Magnus has constantly stood for his nation,
with little effort from a ‘bungling and squabbling’ group of ministers, shielding his citizens
away from ‘corrupt legislation’ and ‘the political encroachments of big business’ in the years
of the Labour party’s incompetence. Magnus is a popular king and it obviously threatens
Proteus who believes that his own position many be undermined by him. The king, on the other
hand, knows he cannot survive as the monarch without a cabinet. In Shaw’s own words,
‘modern government is not a one man job; it is too big for that’, as he writes in the preface.
Therefore, the playwright utilizes Magnus’s depiction to validate his arguments in the Guide
that dictatorships are inherently ‘undesirable forms of government’ since parliaments and
constitutions are unavoidable in the long run. Magnus’s stance in the play reiterates the idea
that one can remain a Cromwell only for a short span of time.
At the same time, Shaw also points out the inadequacies in democracy while criticizing
monarchy. At its core, he argues, is an impractical ideal. If everyone is assumed to make
informed decisions in a nation, political mayhem and eventual authoritarianism would be the
result. Shaw thus advocates aristocracy since he believes some are better at legislation than
others. He believes only they should hold elective office. In the Guide he says that a
commendable aristocrat is a gentleman who wouldn’t sell himself to bidders and prioritizes his
nation over everything else. He does not forget to add that a real lady would be the same. So,
assessing from the preface to The Apple Cart and a preliminary reading of The Intelligent
Woman’s Guide to Socialism and Capitalism, Magnus is Shaw’s ideal king. Via the play, Shaw
does not call to action an end to participatory democracy. He believes in representative
government formation, but with an aristocratic ethic, where those with the caliber to govern
fairly serve the others.
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Magnus directly critiques the cabinet of ministers for their ineptitude in managing a
corruption-free educational system and press, both of which have been fawned by capitalist
powers. Magnus also offers a prophetic warning to the ministers that laymen have the power
to snatch their positions if and when they would be made aware of the corruptive means used
by the ministers to satisfy their greed. They have failed to overhaul the corrupt educational
system which, Magnus critiques, perpetuates ‘superstitions and prejudices that stand like stone
walls across every forward path’. The king laments how children are not taught to be dutiful to
their country since schools are administered by capitalists that deem to maintain the status quo
for their hegemonic interests. He also notes how the press is suffocating under the clutches of
capitalism. The wealthy owned the newspapers and lied voraciously in advertisements. They
used the press to challenge the idea of Socialism and present nationalization as a crime that
could potentially destroy Britain. Magnus warns the ministers to realize how fragile their
ground is, for they too are mere puppets in the hands of the capitalists; hence establishing that
they are no better than him.
Even dedicated and earnest public servants, represented by the Minister of Power
Supplies, Lysistrata in The Apple Cart are forced to step back from their duty due to the
pressure from capitalist forces. The politics of democracy becomes a laughing stock here.
Britain’s overreliance on foreign nations worries Magnus, while it affects no impact on the
ministers. Power-hungry ministers like Boanerges toys around with the label of democracy
only to dictate the public to vote for him and take advantage of the mob’s ‘mass ignorance,
gullibility, and sheepishness’. Shaw even draws a parallel between Magnus and Boanerges in
the episode where they shower praises on each other. Boanerges achieves his grade and social
standing via hard work and craftiness while Magnus was simply lucky by birth. Shaw truly
puts into perspective the question regarding the inherited nobleness of the royalty.
In his portrayal of Orinthia, a figure that completely transcends Shaw’s ideas of Shavian
Socialism, the playwright pictures the antithesis of his ideal woman. She is nothing but a rose,
pretty to look at. Her elite outlook cannot be justified for it functions on the canvas of
ignorance. She is merely a diversion for Magnus, which he acknowledges. Had he the choice,
Magnus would replace Orinthia, as he would have liked to replace all the ministers of his
cabinet who are minions of Breakages, Limited. Jemima, on the other hand, is the rock Magnus
holds on to, in spite of all other distractions. In the interlude presented between the running
course of the play, Shaw follows the narrative on parliamentary paradoxes with marital and
personal insights. Magnus ‘plays’ Orinthia just as he plays Proteus. Proteus withdraws his
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ultimatum when the king explicitly gears up to upset the apple cart using his counter ultimatum.
The Prime Minister realizes that Magnus was ready to take it to any length.
Conclusion
It is rather interesting to note how Shaw does not end the play with a solution. It
concludes with the same confusion regarding the fate of England. Breakages, Limited and the
brittle economic conditions, and the US intervention have been let to hang in midair as oracles
that Britain shall prep up for in the future. As a typical Comedy of Ideas, Shaw intends to warn
his spectators and readers with The Apple Cart. The inconclusiveness of the play is thus
deliberately induced. What we grasp at the end of the play is the stinging reality about the
inefficiency of the cabinet to transcend selfish concerns. The intemperance of capitalism is put
forth as the reason for this. Taking into account Shaw’s Fabian affiliations, he clearly seems to
suggest revolutionizing Britain’s governance with Socialist ideals. However, he also appeals
for aristocratic changes in the popularly misunderstood notions of Socialism. As he mentions
in The Intelligent Woman’s Guide to Socialism and Capitalism, he calls for an examination for
all statesmen whose abilities may be evaluated by the public. Additionally, he voices for federal
legislatures that need to be refashioned like committee-based municipal government systems
where a nuclear authority coordinates and supervises all work. To conclude, G. B. Shaw has
presented his concerns about Britain’s (and the world’s) perceptions about democracy and
prompts an introspection regarding the same. Rather than offering solutions to the problems,
Shaw ignites sparks in the minds of readers to come into the light and think independently
instead of being spoon-fed by the money hungry representatives they have chosen to govern
them. The Apple Cart is Shaw’s dramatized version of the problems presented in The Intelligent
Woman’s Guide to Socialism and Capitalism.
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